
Looking to the future… and building on training support
experience from OEF, OIF, and Overseas Contingency Operations…
Strategic Operations, Inc. (STOPS) offers innovative solutions for
the challenges our warfighters face in this increasingly unstable
world.

Future threats to our nation’s security more and more will come
from failed states and under-governed areas where instability,
chaos, and human misery foster breeding grounds for terrorism
and insurgencies.  Terrorism will not be so much the cause of our
future problems as it will be the result of our failures to
understand the human domain. As our military must become more
agile, flexible, and ready for the challenges ahead, so must our
understanding of the physical, cultural, and social environments in
strategic parts of the globe.  Our training must be based on these
understandings. STOPS creates Hyper-Realistic™ training
environments and simulations based on human terrain analytics,
an understanding of human geography, and the social and cultural

Hyper-Realistic™ Training Environments

 

 

Foreign military forces conduct medical training at

Strategic Operations in San Diego, California.
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awareness that can help our military and civilian counterparts
shape the human terrain before instability morphs into threats.

Vision

Strategic Operations, Inc. (STOPS)  provides Hyper-Realistic™
(/hyper-realistic-training) training environments for military, law
enforcement and other organizations, using state-of-the-art movie
industry special effects, role players, proprietary techniques,
training scenarios, facilities, mobile structures, sets, props, and
equipment.

Experience

Since 2002 STOPS has provided pre-deployment training support
to more than 700,000 military personnel (and still counting, every
day) using our STOPS created Hyper-Realistic™ environments.

STOPS is part of Stu Segall Productions, one of the largest
independent TV / movie studios in the country.

Leader in Innovation

STOPS introduced "The Magic of Hollywood" to live military
training by employing all the techniques of film and TV production
integrated with military tactics, techniques, and procedures.

Role Players (/role-players)

Battlefield Effects (/battlefield-effects)

Combat Wound Special Effects (/combat-wound-medical-effects)

Mobile Training Support Teams (/mobile-training-support-teams)

MOUT Construction & Enhancements (/mout-construction)

Support for Village Stability Operation
Support for Mission Rehearsal
Click Here (/files/files/STOPS_ProductCatalog.pdf) for our Current
Product Catalog

Training Mission
/25/training-mission

Strategic Operations Helps B
Disaster Preparedness
/03/strategic-operations-helps-bos

preparedness) 

Troops Endure Hyper-Realis
(/news/article/2013/03/14/troops

realistic-training

Fort Bragg expects to stop u
for trauma training as milita
to... (/news/article/2013/01/13/

stop-using-goats-trauma-training-

(Jan 13, 2013)

Total Immersion: Military Tr
Real (/news/article/2013/01/03/

military-training-gets-real

More news articles.

(/video-cck/lightbox2/135/750/520/f

/36920942)

 

Current Events

Latest News
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